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The cost of climate variability 

• Climate risk contributes to chronic poverty, vulnerability, food 
insecurity 

- Affects farmers, markets and the food system, exacerbates the       
relief trap” – (shock-recovery-shock cycle). 
 
• Climate variability is increasing  
 
• Several opportunities to help human and ecological systems to 
adapt are…  

- Dependent on information  

- Constrained by information gaps  
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URVA Framework 
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Risk 
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Actions 

Nambi. A. UNDP, Solution Exchange, 2010 
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Risk and Risk Characterization 
• Risk considers not only the potential level of harm arising  

     from an event or condition, but also the likelihood that  

     such harm will occur.   

 

• Climate anomalies and extreme climatic  

   events dominate in providing challenges  

   for coping with agrometeorological  

    risks and uncertainties.  

 

• Risk has both natural and social components  

 

• The risk associated weather and climate for any region is a product of both the region’s 
exposure to the event (i.e., probability of occurrence at various severity levels) and the 
vulnerability of society to the event. 
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Agrometeorological Risks and Markets  

• Agrometeorological risk and uncertainty permeate the entire 
agricultural system with far-reaching consequences.   

 

• There are a vast array of risks and uncertainties that directly or 
indirectly impact the agricultural marketing system.   
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Key components of Ag-Risk Management 

• Understanding of weather and climate processes, including the causes of climate 
variability and change 

• Historical knowledge of weather extremes and climate variability for the location of the 
farm operations 

• Analytical/forecasting tools to give advance notice 
• Ability to apply forecast & warnings in decision making 

 
 
 
 

World bank, 2016 
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Risk Management Strategies 

•Risk Reduction – Improved risk 
management through asset 
creation 

•Prudent Risk Taking – Livelihood 
diversification, on-farm, off –
farm 

•Risk Transfer - Insurance 

•Risk Reserves - Savings 
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Iterative Steps in Adaptation to Climate Change 

• The starting point for adaptation decisions is to have the information on the 
possible range of impacts to which one would need to adapt. This is a complex 
task in itself  
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Climate Services 
‘Climate service' has a broad meaning - 
Transforming climate-related data and other  
information into customised products such  
as projections, trends, economic analysis,  
advice on best practices, development and  
evaluation of solutions, and any other  
climate-related service liable to benefit that  
may be of use for the society. 
 
These services include data, information and  
knowledge that support adaptation,  
mitigation and disaster risk management. 
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From weather to climate services  
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• Decisions determine actions 

With increasing lead time:   
 - Decisions could be more     
   context & farmer-specific  
 - Information more uncertain, 
   more complex  
 - Therefore the scope of  
   services need to be widened 
•  Climate services more than an 

extension of weather services  



Climate Information Service - Models 
Type of climate 

services providers 
Strengths Limitations Cultural 

Background 

Extension of 
meteorological services 

Strong Infrastructure Main focus on physical 
data, limited 
socioeconomic aspects. 

Meteorology/ 
hydrology 

Services offered by a 
university or a group of 
universities 
 

Often include physical 
& socio-economic 
competencies, 
research oriented 
 

Little user knowledge 
 

Multi-
disciplinary, 
academic 

Private Business 
development 
 

Business orientation, 
user knowledge 

Very limited reach, 
expensive 

Multi-
disciplinary, 
business 

Incorporation of 
climate information 
management in 
business consulting 
services 
 

Very good knowledge 
of users' needs, 
integration with other 
consulting needs, cost-
orientation. 

Limited climate 
knowledge 

Economic, 
business, 
marketing 
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Types of products and services 

• Daily Weather Forecasts 

• Agro-advisories 

• Monthly Climate Outlooks 

• Seasonal Climate Outlooks 

• Climate Alerts 

• Observed climate Impacts; and  

• Tailored information for users (farmers)  
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Why care about the Smallholder Sector?  
• 3/4 of the world’s poor live in rural areas 
• Over 450 million farms are less than 2 ha 
• Almost 1/3 of world’s population depend  
  on smallholder farming 
• Agricultural growth is at least twice as  
  effective in reducing poverty as  
  non-agricultural growth 
• For the majority of crops, smallholders are more efficient 

producers 
• Smallholder agriculture systems, particularly the commercial 

aspects, are increasingly managed by women 
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Climate Risk Management  

 
• Small Farmers face a myriad of challenges. Smallholder farmers in the 

developing world are especially vulnerable to climate fluctuations 
and weather extremes, and are expected to suffer disproportionately 
from climate change. 

• With institutional support and policies, advisories and climate 
information (historical, monitored, predicted) offer great potential to 
enable farmers to make informed decisions, better manage risk, 
take advantage of favourable climate conditions, and adapt to 
change.  

• The availability of information is not sufficient for these smallholder 
farmers to benefit.  
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Emphasis on needs of small farmers 

• Develop clear and useful guidelines on the exact nature of 
agrometeorological products needed for small holding farming 
communities 

 

• Strengthen the use of intermediaries in training farmers and the use of 
information technologies fit for target groups. 

 

• Implement an effective user-driven delivery system comprising of 
decision support tools and the training of small holding farmers on 
their application at critical decision points in farming. 
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Climate Effects on Crop Yield 
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Farm-level Adaptation 
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How to make climate services work for small 
holder farmers at scale? 

•Enhanced met-service capacity to provide 
farmer relevant information 

•Partnerships and processes for co-production of 
services  

•Scalable communication channels 

•The vulnerable engaged and targeted 

•Scalable services balanced with context-specific 
needs 
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Good practice lessons  

1. Enabling institutional frameworks (facilitations by district / local 
agencies) 

2. Local scale information (more accurate and useful) 

3. Seamless forecast products (short-medium-long range) 

4. Giving farmers a voice (consultative/participatory) 

5. Local and scientific knowledge (blending tradition & science) 

6. Face-to-face communication  

7. Scalable communication channels (appropriate channels) 

8. Gender and social equity 
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Constituents of Good Practice in Climate 
Information Service 

• Delivery: providing timely access to remote rural communities  
   with marginal infrastructure. 

 
• Salience: tailoring content, scale, format and lead-time to farm-level decision-making 
 
• Legitimacy: giving farmers an effective voice in the design 
   and delivery of climate services 

 
• Equity: ensuring that women, poor and socially marginalized groups are served.  

 
• Synthesis: Climate information is useful when different knowledge sources are combined 

and ‘translated’ to relate to local livelihoods, contexts and experience. 
Adapted from Jim Hansen, IRI, 2014 
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Key Attributes 

• Reliability 
 - Applies to both providers and services. 

 - Reputable, trustworthy sources are sought by users 

 -  Often assessed by direct experience (comparison with in-house        
    information, historical data, past performances, etc.). 

• Fit-for-purpose 
 - have information translated into their own language and logics, and   
   integrated into their priorities.  

• Usability 
 - Practical and solution-oriented 
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Communication 
• Communication and dissemination are critical links to the transfer of early 

warning information to the right decision-makers. For disseminating warnings 
Internet is an useful medium for expanding coverage and reducing time lags 
and its active use should be promoted. 

 

• Enhancements in communication channels for the improved dissemination of 
agricultural meteorological information must take into account the literacy 
levels of users, socio-economic conditions, level of technological development, 
and accessibility to improved technology and farming systems. 

 

• For effective inter-sectoral and multi-stages communication of risk, 
appropriate involvement of communication pathways and common dialogue 
between scientists, managers, and communities should be promoted. 
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Modes of dissemination used by providers 

• Internet 

• Mobile phone 

• Media 

• Workshops 

• Field days 

• Traditional methods 

• Personal communications 
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New technology is “democratizing” 
information access 

• Mobile technology lowers 
the hurdle for joining the 
networks 

• Many developing countries 
are closing the technology 
gap 

• Small holders are able to 
gain benefits of scale in 
information access 
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Challenges in Climate information Service 
The uncertainty in climate information is considerable because of:  

1. Limited and poor quality data;  

2. Imperfect models;  

3. Inherent complexity.  

The role of research is to:  

• Reduce the level and degree of uncertainty;  

• Identify how the uncertain information can be used to inform 
decision-making.  
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Challenges 

•Users and providers do not use the same language 

•Mutual ignorance about the needs 

• Lack of understanding of the potential and the 
limitations of climate services 

• Lack of proactive dialogues 
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What needs to be done? 

• Strengthen user- provider interface 

• Create a ‘Community of Practice’ 

• Consultation / Integration of stakeholders/users 

• Develop the Capacities of users 

• Expand observation and monitoring systems 

• Providers should undertake user-oriented  

   survey on climate services 

• Demonstration of benefits 
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Summary 
• Overall the quality of climate risk management & information services are increasing in 

the region 

• Science & technology is advancing 

• Institutional adequacies are prevalent 

• Engage the full range of actors and issues to produce quality climate products 

• Climate experts should continue to improve content, format and relevance of climate 
information 

• It is essential to go beyond concepts and methodological approaches moving towards 
feasible and cost effective adaptation options using inventorying pathways of climate 
impacts on agriculture, inventorying and scaling up best practices on climate information 
production and use in agriculture 

• A standard feedback mechanism should be developed to improve weather forecasts  

• In order to develop strategy for better ways of delivering services, there is a need for 
branding, exploiting faster modes of delivery at low cost using appropriate Media  

• Mobile phones could be an effective tool for communicating messages to poor small-scale 
farmers  
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